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Storage Boot

Braces

Bimini Top Storage Boot
Let in the sun. Our 2, 3, and 4 bow Bimini Tops fold together and out of the way in the 
protective storage boot. Available in material to match your top.

Bimini Top Braces Also available
Designed to hold your top up and out of the way when top is folded and not in use. 
Each package includes two 7/8” tubes which can be cut to desired lengths, 2 hinged jaw 
slides,  2 deck hinges, and all screws necessary for mounting. One pair to a package.

Slide Track Kit for Tops
Each aluminum slide track kit includes 2 slide tracks, 2 sliding deck hinges with combined 
slide locks, 2 side-mount sliding deck hinges with separate slide locks,  4 end caps and all 
necessary screws for mounting. One pair to each package.

Bimini Top Replacement Hold-Down Straps
Constructed of 1” black polypropylene webbing with heavy nickel-platted brass snap 
hook and stainless steel adjustable buckle. Available in two lengths. Packed in sets of 
four.
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Accessories

Installing a Carver Slide Track Kit
Carver Slide Track Kits are available in 18” , 24”,  36”,  48” and 60” lengths to accommodate virtually any boat and bimini top. 

All Slide Track Kit packages contain: 
2 - Aluminum Slide Tracks 
2 - Sliding Deck Hinges with combined Slide Locks 
2 - Side-Mount Sliding Deck Hinges 
2 - Slide Locks (for use with side-mount hinges) 
4 - End Caps 
All necessary screws for mounting. 
(All screws are #8 x 1” Stainless Steel). 

Slide track should be installed on a level surface and may be mounted on top of the gunnel or on the inside of the gunnel 
(side-mounted). 

Determine the location for the slide track. Carefully measure and mark the mounting locations making sure the measurements 
are identical on port and starboard side so that the tracks will be exactly opposite. Slide tracks are pre-drilled for easy 
installation. 

Use a 1/8” drill bit to drill screw holes. If drilling into �berglass, it is important to hollow out the drill hole with the drill bit to 
avoid cracking the �berglass when screws are tightened. Insert all screws and tighten securely. 

Slide the appropriate hinges into the track (combination hinges for standard mount track or side-mount hinges and slide 
locks for side-mounted track). The locks should be positioned forward of the hinges and tightened to a �xed position. 
Attach the end caps using the screws provided. The main (long) bow may now be inserted into the track by attaching the 
eye ends to the deck hinges. Adjust the position of the bimini top by loosening the locks and sliding them into the desired 
position. Always retighten the slide locks after adjusting the position of the bimini top
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Standard Mount Fittings

Side Mount Fittings

Need more help? See video 
demonstrations of assembly and 
installation procedures on our 
website, www.carvercovers.com!

For more information and information about additional products and accessories that Carver makes, 
call us at (864) 457-5820 or visit www.carvercovers.com.
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